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We report additional results on the clear$\rightarrow$rain task of our MUNIT-bridged image-to-image translation (i2i, cf. article Sec. 3.1) and our unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA, cf. article Sec. 3.2). All results are obtained with the same training procedure and hyperparameters described in the article.

1. Bridged image-to-image (i2i) translation

In Figs. 1 and 2, more qualitative i2i translation outputs are compared to the recent CycleGAN \cite{CycleGAN} and MUNIT \cite{MUNIT}. As for the results in the main paper, random images of the Cityscapes \cite{Cityscapes} validation set are processed with the i2i GANs.

It is noticeable that the results are consistent in variability and quality. Our methods (last 3 rows) is the only one that generates realistic rainy scenes, adding even accurate reflections. This is evident in the first columns of Fig. 1, where parked cars are clearly reflected on the wet ground. This shows the effectiveness of our domain bridge since the scene geometry is never explicitly input. Meanwhile, CycleGAN and MUNIT perform drastically worse (see explanation in the article).

Our method still tends to over saturate translated images with vivid color (e.g. Fig. 1, col 2, last row). However, drops on the windshield are correctly generated in all styles. In the last cols and rows of Fig. 2, some undesired artifacts are added by the GAN (green spots), probably due to road reflections in the training set that are encoded in some styles. Those are also appear in Fig. 1 (col 2, row 4), but in a less evident form. We assume that this happens only for a restricted styles set, since those are the only significant examples of this behavior in our sampling.

2. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA)

Figs. 3 and 4 show additional UDA segmentation results on BDD-rainy validation set (cf. article, Sec. 4.1.1). In addition to the complete *Ours + OMS + WPL* outputs using the Weighted Pseudo Labels (WPL, cf. article Sec. 3.2), we further include qualitative outputs from *Ours* approach, i.e. training on our domain-bridged i2i translations, and *Ours + OMS* that is with Online Multimodal Style-sampling (cf. article Sec. 3.2). Along with our results we report results from the very recent BDL \cite{BDL} and AdaptSegNet \cite{AdaptSegNet}.

Again, qualitative results are in fair alignment with mIoU metrics reported in article Tab. 2. Even the basic *Ours* approach leads to significant smoother segmentation w.r.t. baseline, particularly in regions containing drops and reflections, e.g. Fig. 3 col 5. This is also visible w.r.t. to BDL or AdaptSegNet, as the images with evident water drops are also the ones where our method outperforms the others more significantly (e.g. Fig. 3 col 5). Once again, this shows the effectiveness of the domain bridge in UDA. Qualitative effects vary for Weighted Pseudo Label (cf. article Sec. 3.2). For *Ours + OMS + WPL*, slight qualitative improvements is visible in some frames (Fig. 3 last column), while a few are negatively impacted, as in Fig. 3 first column.
Figure 1: Results on qualitative comparison between state-of-the-art architectures and our approach for i2i in the clear→rain transformation on Cityscapes validation set [1]. Our method is the only one that adds typical traits of rain as water drops and reflections.
Figure 2: Results on qualitative comparison between state-of-the-art architectures and our approach for i2i in the clear→rain transformation on Cityscapes validation set [1]. Our method is the only one that adds typical traits of rain as water drops and reflections.
Figure 3: Comparison of our method with the state-of-the-art for semantic segmentation UDA on BDD-rainy validation set (cf. article, Sec. 4.1.1). We perform on par with the very recent BDL [3] and significantly outperform AdaptSegNet [4].
Figure 4: Comparison of our method with the state-of-the-art for semantic segmentation UDA on BDD-rainy validation set (cf. article, Sec. 4.1.1). We perform on par with the very recent BDL [3] and significantly outperform AdaptSegNet [4].
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